
Kid Carpet: Blast Off

By Kid Carpet

Tech Spec

Contact:
Chris Collier
Technical Stage Manager
07786 080 234
christopher.collier.is@googlemail.com

Set: 

The set consists of 2 cardboard flats (one SL, one SR) which both require 
13a power, for video and sound kit. Behind the SL flats is where the 
control position is located.  Technical Stage Manager will operate the 
show

We are touring with a floor cloth that is 6m by 4m and all the set sits 
comfortably on it.

AV:

Please provide:
- Projector
- Projection screen
- (Projector to be pre-rigged if possible)

If you cannot provide this equipment please contact us as soon as 
possible.

We provide:
- Laptop
- Vision mixer
- 2x video cameras
- 1x30m BNC cables with Phono adapters to run from the vision 

mixer to the projector in the rig

Please let us know if you think 30m will not be enough for these runs.

Sound:



The Sound is operated on stage with our own mixing desk with jack 
outputs
Please Provide:

-  Jack to xlr or jack to jack through a DI box to run from 
onstage mixer to main house mixer

- Pair of DI boxes in case of unwanted noise
(We play music from a laptop)
-  2 channels into main house mix
(we may need to mic up a guitar amp depending on the venue 
size so an sm57 and stand may be required)

We provide:
- An sm 58
- Shure PG14UKPG30 wirless mic
- Mixing desk
- 2 x monitors
- Cabling to go into our desk

Lighting:
Please provide:

- A warm and a cold general cover, predominantly from 
onstage, ideally from the side and with minimal front of house 
cover so as not to wash out the projected image

- We will require 6 Parcans ( 4 US, 1DSL, 1DSR) and 2 FOH 
spot 

Lights are operated from stage from a Macbook pro with LX console and 
a USB/DMX Box, we are touring with a 50m DMX cable to either go 
straight into the dimmers or to link at the control box

Other Information:

Please provide a dressing room for two performers with water

Get In: 2 hrs 30 mins prior to house opening
Running Time: 50 mins no interval
Number of people on the road: 1 actor and 1 technical stage manager


